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ABSTRACT

The Roothann expression for the energy of a closed-

shell Molecular system is generalized in order to apply to

open shells. A continuous variation front 0 to 2 is supposed

for each level's occupation number, extending to this range

the correction due to the spurious repulsion appearing in the

half-electron racthod. The characteristic equations of the

Xo method ore applied to the eneTgy expressions. The one le_

vel case in discussed in detail. Ioiiic and excited states u£

the 1,3 tr;»nsbutadic»ie w system are analyzed.



1. INTRODUCTION "

The Hartree-Fock treatment of atoms and molecules [l]

based on single-determinant wavefunctions is straightforward

in the closed shell case, but presents difficulties for open

shells. If it is required that H commutes with S , S is

not v/ol'l defined in open shell systems. On the other hand,

the complications nriscn by the use of unrestricted wavefunc-

tions are well known [2} . To circumvent this problem Roothaan

>5jhas proposed a multi-determinant wavefunction, leading to

an eigenvalue problem of quite a different kind. Dcwar, on the

other hand, proposed hi? half-electron method [4,5,6] in which

the open shell is described as a closed shell with two half

electrons and the resulting spurious electron repulsion is subŝ

tractec! at tho end of the calculation.

The success of the SCF-Xa method for the calculation

of electron binding energies has been ascribed not to relaxation,

but to the "correct" handling of the electron-repulsion terms of

the limit, iit'irr. baryecnter [7,8] . It is not apparent, however,

wit other tr.c electronic relaxation effects of the X« techniques

(thawing of the cigcinftmctiom:) are thr Sfnrc as understood in'

ír.oíru ular urh) taJ (MO) theory [ Í)] . In a previous papyr on titc;

exi::i1ed st;;te:i oi:' triinsbutítUienfí [ 10j , tin- i n d i v i d u a l cip,cn .•;•.•

.1u(.••'• s(••j,.>''•:! T O hsi s'nuicx indcpcntlcfit o>' tl.c ocr.up.-it.iOii in\Y>\Y-r.ir

(> . f t i l ' . : f > i ! i v J f U J ' i l . 1 : i .O! ' j ; . i .

I n l l i c ] ) . ' • • - • ; o r , t p , i { ! • . • > r , t h i s p o i n t 3 ? ; d i s c u s s e d . i n d c i ; i ' , !

o f i . i " . ' < l c p ' . ' ; > < ! ' . n c n o i o r i ) . i . 1 ; ; i f . n c ' f f ; •'.'•"• « i J • : i ;',-.



total electronic energy considered as continuous functions of

the occupation numbers. In this context the fornalisa of the

X« method is particularly suitable.

2. ELECTRONIC !! ENERGY, ENERGY LEVELS AND THEIR DEPENDENCE OX

OCCUPATION NUMBERS.

In the closed-shell PPP method [ll] , the expression

for the total *-electron energy is written as a function of

the bond orders P between atoms v and v :

E » I P (Ü 4 p T ) + 2 I P í • I <(P - D ( P - 1 ) - 4
•» *• yy yy 4 yy VI* yy |iv "• yy . W 2 yv

where I? , £ are the HUckel parameters,v are the atonic repul|iy yv • yv *~

sion integrals and, if n^ is the occupation number of the i-th

level and c- the coefficient of ótoB v in the i-th eigenfunc -

tion,

#* ft

For open-shell systems, being P + P • P , the cx-

ension of (1) is_ [)?.]

a l O',,,,11,,,,* PVVPÍUSY»SM;> : 2 í P yv P yv* ^ { Í P , n r 1 ) Í P
vv
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vhich reduces to (1) if Pj y - pj v •

Through (2), we have for (1) the expression of the

«-energy as an explicit function of the occupation number..(1)

is a particular case of the f omul a proposed by Dewar [4}.

ni

for the "half-electron" Method. H ^ is the core energy of an

electron occupying the i-th eigenfunction: Ĵ - and K^* are the

Coulomb and exchange interactions between electrons in the Mo-

lecular orbitais i and j. When i is a singly-occupied orbital,

(4) introduces a spurious repulsion between the two half-elec-

trons (1/4) JJJ.

On the other hand, Slater's expression for the average

energy of all possible nultiplets barycenter is [9] , in the

Hyper-Hartree-Fock nethod

where the term in J^ vanishes, as it should» for n^ • 1.

Let us now propose an expression to be used instead oi

(3), written under a form similar to (4), which shows the expli-

cit dependence on n° and n_ .

B* i

with This reduce!; to (4) if n°«nV«ni/2. Foro P.
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or 2, (4),(5) and (6) obviously coincide. We shall see that

(6) is more appropriate than (5) for continuous n*. for (5)

as such is not differentiable although is used as if it were

[l3] ; on the other hand, (6) retains other desirable featu -

res of (5).

We shall apply to these energy expressions the funda-

mental equation of the Xa method.

(7)

(where E- are the eigenvalues of the problem), which has been

shown to hold also for the Hartree-Fock wethod [l4J . For (4)

and (S) we obtain respectively

u •

E.s - a y ^ - H U • (nr Ip.. *\ }H n/ZJ^-K..) * * (9)
m

When-we talec in (6) ni =l. n|c0, the J^^ term vanishes,

avoiding thus the problejr. cf the spurious repulsion appearing

in (4). Lot us find the a and p levels, vhich could be allov/ed

to 'be different f)5,]6,j/|.

(10)
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Here we must distinguish between two cases: a)

; b) 1< n* £ 2.

a) Ô < ni<l ; ; n*«0

Bi * í

i * Vii * 7

(11)

On the other hand, writting (6)

E-ln.H.. * (1/4) J. } n.n (12)

and, by (7), the restricted energy levels are

Bi (13)

which are the o levels.

b)

(14)

The analogous of (12) is
*

E f " i ^



which, upon derivated, becomes

that is, the 6 levels. ,

Prom (8),(9),(13) and (16) we see that, aside from

relaxation effects, the energy levels ©re linear in each n*

the slopes being

i " Jii / 2

C")

./9n. - 0

However, the slope of the. E. level is different whether

its own occupation number n^, or another level's n., is varying.

If more than one occupation number changes, the effects are addi

tive. These second-derivative terms 3 E/9n.8n. "measure the WE,",

nitucle of the decrease of the i-th eigenvalue when an electron

is removed from the j-th eigenvalue..."[9] ; ftlternativcly ,

<)h. /dn,: •••;>E./f»n.. The «elf-interact ion (í'K./&n4). ., differs

SlNl.U- OKHITAI, ATOMIC CASJ.-1

l.ct u:; i I I is. l ra l ;• nil1 vlvii". .first in an atomjr i:asc;



ICV

with a single orbital whose occupation nuaber goes fro» 0 to

2. (The total energy is discussed in ref. [IS]). The energy

V levels are shown in Fig. 1.

From (13) and (16)» with H ^ - -I, the correct values

-A for ni
B2 and -I for n^*0 are obtained [19,13]. If the

ionization energy is A for the negative ion. it Must jump*.to

I as soon as the second electron is renoved.

When filling the a level fro» 0 to 1, it keeps cons-

tant. Our restricted energy level is this one. In the mean-

time, the & level is changing, due to the n8 dependence in for

mulae (10). In n^al, E* shifts to the # level, which remains

in turn constant as it fills, while the a level changes until

they rejoin at n.**2. That is, the shift in E. for n.«l is a

consequence of the separate continuity of the e and % levels.

The Slater and Dewar energy levels coincide for n ^ l

(where they are equal to the electronegativity (I+A)/2, that

is the average of our two values ) , but differ for n^«0 and

2; for these last values the Slater expression for the levels,

is manifestly wrong [l3].

4. MOLECULAR CASE AND APPLICATION TO 1,3 TRANSBÜTADIENE

In the second place, let us now explore the molecular

energy level variation as a function of the occupation number

treated as a oontinuous variable. We shall also analyse; the

generalization of the correction to the spiiriouiv repulsion ten;»

.in Dew.'sr's i'on.mJii (!).

*1L it. w<i.l !.ii(v/i: tStit- tjic F o u r ; o r e::fi.'ju:;i.on of a rtiTroiftinuoic; f u n c t i o n gj
v- : . t lie i v a n vn l t i c n\: !.!IM ) , c i n t \ /hfrir t h e d i s c o n t i n u i t y r»c.rnr«.



We develop a standard PPP calculation, using Pariser-

Parr parameters [20] for 1,3 transbutadiene applying the clo-

sed-shell energy expression (1) until self-consistency, suppo

*iRg pJv * ppv s P|iv^2* T h i s S i v e s the Dewar levels, and for

4-elcctron states of integral occupation numbers, bond orders

coincide with the SC ones which may be obtained directly without

the self-consistency process [21^ . We then correct the levels

with nij
f0 or 2. As to the total * energy, tbe correct ex-

pression being (3) or (6), it may be easily shown that the coir

rection which jaust be allowed for, with a contribution fro»

each energy level with n.jfO or 2, is the removal of the spurious

repulsion

— ni

(l/4)n?JH - (n.-

For 0 < n. < 1 the correction is the straightforward

F.ation oi Dewar's term f't,18] C^i/2) Jij' ; we suppose

that the real situation is nj*n., n ^ O . Similarly, comparing

o real situation n"-], n^n^^-l with the one n ^ n ^ n ^ / Z , it

happens as if v;c had an excess of clectror.ir charge (l-n^/2)

on one hand and r<n equal defect on the other. The corresponding

spuriour» rcpuisjoji is tlmi the symwí-trie om: (l~»ii/2) JJ;«

l.ct us- underline that Tor n.,-1, according to (7), the

correi-i ion of *i...-/.4 in V._ involves r rovrection of <T- ̂/? in tfic

i-fh l e v e l , cJ in'> riuXin\\ i h u s thf? i.!ii<lei5i i;i!)1< cxc:i:.«;i; .predict r;«!
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by Koopman's theorem in certain seaiempirical approximations

[6,18] (see Figs. 1 and 2).

Fig. 2 illustrates formulae (17) by showing the gra-

dual ionization of butadiene, that is the process (lau) (lb_) •*

••(la ) (lb ) . The slopes »E./dn,. are equal within 51 for

(3.71, 3.83 and 3.91 « 2 J) and also equal to 2iElb D/9nlb

S ) Th l f E / i itl(3.9S t2x)' The slope of ?E,h /sn,. is not strictly zero
I g

(O.IOB23) due to relaxation. Another interesting feature of

•the Xa method which holds here is that the difference in total

energy between the final and initial states coincides with the

lt> energy level of the transition state, in this case

(lau)
2(lbg)1'5. This is true both for the Dewar (that is, Po-

ple close-shell) energy, as for the corrected total energy and

.level.

. We are now able to understand the gradual excitation

process (la u)
2(lb) 2 '•* (I»u)*(lb )(2au) of Fig. 3. Here we

have two levels whose occupation number changes, one in a sense,
»

the other in the opposite sense. The result is the almost cons

tancy of the B« and I W levels due to the addition of effects.

It is worth stressing that the change of the'Elh and E 2 levels
* g u

is not due to the variation of their own occupation number, but

each one-varies due to the modification of the other's n^. Fa-

cing two opposite compensating effects» if only the excitation

process is regarded, the effect of varying a single occupation

number remain» hidden J"22,10] . The corrections apply opposite

to one another, for n~ increases and n,t decreases. The
Z a« lbg

slopes are therefore of equal magnitude (3.89G25)* as those of
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the ionization process, and opposite sign; taking into account

the correction, the levels cross each other. The snail slopes

of E l a and of E 2 b (both (0.2S 023|) are due to relaxation

and to the fact that the opposite additive effects do not exa£

tly compensate. The corrected total energy shows a maximum at

the level crossing point. We have verified once again that,

as in the Xa method, the-difference in total energy between

final and initial states is equal to E 2 a ~
Ei 0 in the transi-

tion state (la u)
2(lbJ 1* 5^^ 0' 5, both for the corrected and

uncorrected eigenvalues. *

The calculations and graphical representation of the

negative ionization process (laM)
2(lb ) 2 * (laM)

2(lbl>)
2(2att)

support the analysis made for Figs. 2 and 3.

Fig. 4 illustrates the gradual single population of

all levels, that is (lau)°(lbg)
O(2au)

O(2bg)
0- (lo^ 1 •* ( l ^ ) 1 ^ )

*(l81I)
1(lbf)

I{2*||)
1*"(i«u)

1(lbI)
1(2»1|)

1(2bI)
1
lt The levels of the

first state have a clear meaning. They are the « energy levels

of the c skeleton, which in the PPP approximation are simply the

HUckel solution's [ll] . At the same time as they populate, in-

teraction is intrpduced, The behaviour of the fenergy level:» is

the same as before; they show a peculiar center of inversion.

Both B • curves posess a- minimum, which is. situated around the

configuration Pa ) £lb ) (2a ) without correction, shifting

exactly to 0 0 (Ik,) (2a ) upon correction.

Table 1» shows numerically tbo effect of relnxntion. Tt

is seen to be very small (<0.1 tV) and in the correct sense. Thnt

is, the Ví'1'jxf-á oncrfjjofj (corrected or not) are J'owcr thiin t.'tc

"fro:'m»(t ones. . • * * •
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Finally, we would like to Mention a couple of points

bearing on some concepts of MO theory. It is abundantly clear

now [23,24,25,26] that inner shell excitations and ionizations

and, in some cases, valence shell processes as well, change

the one-electron energy sequence. These violations of Koopman's

theorem are due to orbital thawing and to the fact that, as

shown in equations (13) and- (16), E^ is a function of n±»

The so-called paradoxical violations of Xoopman's sta

tement [27,18] emphasize the limitations of the orbital energy

diagrams and of the very concepts of bonding and antibonding

orbitais. These problems will be dealt with in a forthcoming

paper. ' •

5. CONCLUSIONS -.

1. The correction due to the spurious repulsion appearing in

the half-electron method is extended to occupation numbers

varying continously from 0 to 2, with a unified interpreta-

tion.

2. The behaviour of a single occupied level.whose occupation

number goes from 0 to 2 is elucidated, and shown to be in

agreement with the concepts of ionization potential and

electron affinity.

3. The expressions found here for SEj/an, allow an interpreta-

tion of the energy level's behaviour of a conjugated system

as a ftmction of the occupation number of each level,

4. ' The result^ confirm that the usefulness of the transition

üttjf.u concurst in the o»ldilution of ionization and excita-

tion energies is not privativo of I!K: XM method.
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Table 1. Corrected and imcorrectcd energies and Coulonb repul^

sion with and without relaxation, all in*$23 units. JJa 2« "

• J1K ,K for the state (!»„)lbg,lbg

State

E, (rel)

Ej (rel)

Jlbg,lbg(rel)

4.0704

4.0118

5.10S6

5.0S86

4.1529

4.1873

Uau)
2(lbg3(2.u)

0.3900

0.3463 .

2.4671 1
j

2.4400 !
i

4.1542

4.1873
**
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 - Energy levels in an atomic case with a single orbi-

tal.

2 2
Fig. 2 - Gradual ionization for butadiene: (l»u) (lb_) +

•*(lau)
2(ll>p) • 'ttie Fi8« shows energy levels and total

v energies in Pjx units. £ is calculated from (1)
and E c represents equation (6). The E.. level cojr

* E
rects the spurious repulsion of Dewar's E,. .D.

Z
2 2

Fig. 3 - Gradual excitation for butadiene: (la ) (lb ) -*•
••(It )2(lb )(2a ) . The Fig. shows energy levels snd

M g U

total v energies in bjx units. E is calculated from
(1) and E c represents equation (6). The B,. , E 2 a

* * g u

levels correct the effect of the spurious repulsion

on Dewar'r, E l b D. E 2 „.

Fig. 4 - Gradual single population of all ir levels for butadie

no: (Ioli)°(lbg)

Í n
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